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Rebuilding With Broken Tools: Build-
Operate-Transfer Law in Vietnam

By
Laura A. Malinaskyt

I.
INTRODUCFION

The Vietnamese government initiated an economic reform program called
Doi Moi in 1986 to convert from a centralized planned economy to a market
economy.1 As part of this program, in order to encourage investment from
abroad, Vietnam enacted the sweeping Law on Foreign Investment (FIL) in
1987.2 The FIL established a liberal framework to maximize the ability of Viet-
nam to attract much-needed foreign capital. The government focused on infra-
structure development, which is traditionally funded through local government
bodies and other public sources such as the World Bank.3 Vietnam also decided
to seek private financing. In late 1993, following the lead of many South Asian
nations, the government issued a decree permitting privately owned and oper-
ated infrastructure projects through an investment form known as Build-Oper-
ate-Transfer (BOT).4

Financiers created BOT in the 1980s as a form of project financing to fund
infrastructure projects. Under a BOT contract, the project developer builds the

t J.D. candidate, University of California, Berkeley, 1997; A.B. Stanford University, 1992.
I wish to thank Professor Hsieh, the students of the Asian Law Journal Writing Seminar, and Robert
Tashjian for their valuable feedback.

1. Ngo Quan Xuan, Vietnam: Potential Market and New Opportunities, 19 FORDHAM L.J. 32,
32-33 (1995). The Vietnamese Representative to the United Nations identified the three goals of
Doi Moi as shifting from a highly centralized planned economy to a market economy, democratizing
social life, and creating open-door cooperative relationships between Vietnam and other nations.

2. Law on Foreign Investment in Vietnam, promulgated Dec. 29, 1987 [hereinafter FIL].
The National Assembly of Vietnam enacted the FIL "[w]ith a view to expanding economic coopera-
tion with foreign countries, developing the national economy, stepping up export on the basis of
effective exploitation of natural resources, labour and other potentialities .... " Preamble of FIL.

3. Trends in foreign aid have changed in the 1990s. Donor countries and development agen-
cies have shifted away from the previous approach of providing grants and loans for showcase
projects. Current programs focus on improving human welfare. The World Bank conforms with
this trend as recent programs have been geared towards establishing training programs and stimulat-
ing small business growth. Howard W. French, Donors of Foreign Aid Have Second Thoughts, N.Y.
Tnms, April 7, 1996, at E5.

4. Decree on Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) Contracts, No. 87-CP, Hanoi, Nov. 23, 1993
[hereinafter BOT Decree]. The government issued the decree "[in order to encourage investments
in construction and development of infrastructure in Vietnam." Id Regulations on Investments in
the Form of Build-Operate-Transfer Contracts (issued with Decree 87-CP dated 23 November 1993
of the Government), Hanoi, Nov. 23, 1993 [hereinafter BOT Regulations].
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BUILD-OPERATE-TRANSFER LAW IN VIETNAM

infrastructure project, operates it for a number of years to recoup expenses and
collect some profit, and then transfers ownership to the host government. Over-
coming fears of foreign control over its infrastructure, Vietnam incorporated
BOT into its legal system to help build essential public projects. Despite these
ambitious goals, however, the current BOT Regulations have failed to attract
foreign investment.5

This Comment will examine Vietnam's BOT laws to identify inadequacies
and suggest changes that will benefit both Vietnam and foreign investors. Cur-
rent BOT Regulations provide only a broad outline for BOT governance. They
delegate substantial discretionary power to numerous government bodies to pro-
vide the details necessary for implementation. Without those details spelled out
in the regulations, however, investors cannot establish the viability of BOT
projects in Vietnam or control the legal risks of investment. Theoretically, in-
vestors could negotiate these terms for each BOT project. This would, however,
impose substantial transaction costs and could entail enacting legislation for
each project. The Vietnamese government should address some of the deficien-
cies in the current BOT laws to encourage foreign investment in infrastructure.

Once Vietnam enacts legal changes in its BOT regime, it must continue to
implement structural changes in its legal system. Historically, Vietnam has re-
lied upon a system of local and national bureaucracies which govern through
discretionary action that has resulted in inconsistency and corruption. 6 The cur-
rent reforms are moving Vietnam towards the rule of law by codifying statutes,
thereby removing some discretion from government bodies. Drafting laws,
while a valuable step, cannot suffice where structural mechanisms for imple-
mentation and enforcement are unreliable. The transformation to the rule of law
mandates that Vietnam reform its administrative and judicial structure. Effec-
tive adoption of the rule of law also requires the acceptance of different legal
theories. Although investors will enter the Vietnamese market before the legal
system reaches a stage of development equivalent to those of the West, Vietnam
must continue developing its legal structures to implement and enforce its new
laws.

This Comment will address both statutory and structural changes necessary
to encourage BOT investment in Vietnam. The country has embarked on an
aggressive path towards developing a market economy. Although no country

5. The first BOT license was granted to two Malaysian firms in August 1995 for the develop-
ment of a water treatment plant. First BOT Licensed, BusiNEss VirENAM, Aug. 1995, available in
LEXIS, NEWS library, ASIAPC file. A second project was approved by the Vietnam National
Maritime Bureau on March 4, 1995, to develop a deepwater port. Approval notwithstanding, the
investors of this project have not yet received the license from the State Committee for Co-operation
and Investment. Jimmy Yeow, Vietnam: Tredia Bags $637M Vietnam Port Project, BusiNss TimEs
(MALAYSIA), Mar. 27, 1995, available in LEXIS, NEWS library, ASIAPC file.

6. The decentralization of power amplifies the problem of corruption as local government
bodies control investment. A report released in March 1996 by the Hong Kong based company
Political and Economic Risk Consultancy Ltd. named Vietnam as the second most corrupt Asian
country amoung the twelve Asian countries surveyed. Asako Ishibashi, Pitfalls Litter Business Path
in Vietnam: Japanese Ventures Marred by Red Tape, Corruption and Costs, NUcUm WKLY., Aug. 5,
1996, at 22.
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has yet harmonized the conflicting ideologies of communist rule and market
economics, the experience of countries such as China indicates the potential for
investment in Vietnam. To further infrastructure development through BOTs,
Vietnam should improve and clarify its BOT laws and regulations while contin-
uing the development of its legal system. Investors may now be able to guaran-
tee favorable terms through direct negotiation with Vietnam. The current
changes in Vietnam should not discourage such transactions, but further devel-
opment of the laws and legal systems governing BOTs is needed to increase
investment. Part II of this Comment will provide background on Vietnam. Part
IlI will discuss project finance and BOT contracts, including the prospects for
BOT use in Asian countries. Statutory changes necessary for the success of the
BOT law will be presented in part IV, while part V will examine structural
developments such as the adoption of the rule of law and the improvement of
administrative agencies and dispute resolution mechanisms which will ulti-
mately prove central to Vietnam's success.

II.

VIENAM

The Socialist Republic of Vietnam came into existence following unifica-
tion on July 2, 1976.7 The current Constitution was adopted in 1992 and defines
the political structure of Vietnam. Three separate entities represent various
political interests within Vietnam. The Vietnamese Government takes responsi-
bility for state management.8 The Communist Party of Vietnam (VCP),
although subject to the laws and Government of Vietnam, provides leadership
through policy formation.9 The third organization, the Fatherland Front, repre-
sents popular viewpoints.' 0

Numerous government bodies have the authority to pass laws in Vietnam.
The National Assembly is the supreme legislative body of Vietnam." National
Assembly members generally receive nomination from the Government, the
VCP, or the Fatherland Front, and are elected for five year terms.1 2 Assembly
members elect the President from within the National Assembly.' 3 The Na-
tional Assembly has the power to amend the Constitution and pass laws.' 4 The
highest administrative body is the Government, an executive body of the Na-
tional Assembly headed by the Prime Minister.1 5 The Government can pass
resolutions and decrees that have the force of law. 16 Other national committees

7. WILIM G. MAENaijs & NouYENH TAN HAI, LAW IN ViETNAM 3 (1992).
8. Id at 15.
9. Id Article 4 of the Constitution states that "The Communist Party of Vietnam... is the

force leading the State and society." Id. at 23.
10. Id
11. Id at 13.
12. Id at 13-14.
13. Id at 19.
14. Luke Aloysius McGrath, Note, Vietnam's Struggle to Balance Sovereignty, Centralization,

and Foreign Investment Under Doi Moi, 18 FoRzDHA INT'L L.J. 2095, 2111 (1995).
15. MAGEis & HAi, supra note 7, at 20.
16. McGrath, supra note 14, at 2113.

[Vol. 14:438
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BUILD-OPERATE-TRANSFER LAW IN VIETNAM

and regional or local government bodies enact regulations. Without an estab-
lished hierarchy, the investor must examine relevant laws and regulations at all
levels.

The complexity of Vietnam's legal structure gains heightened importance
in the BOT context. Although the State Committee for Cooperation and Invest-
ment (SCCI) is the government body with primary responsibility for regulating
foreign investment, numerous national government bodies also promulgate pro-
visions affecting BOTs.17 In practice, each BOT must be approved by a number
of government bodies at the national and at the local level.' 8 Because each body
acts independently, the investor must locate and review each set of regulations
and customize her proposal to meet all requirements.

In addition to its complex government system, Vietnam must endure the
consequences of its early stage of economic development. Vietnam has the fifth
lowest income in the world and is the poorest nation in Asia.1 9 In 1993, Viet-
nam had a population of 71.3 million people with a GNP per capita of $170.20
Despite Vietnam's poverty level, illiteracy rates are only 12%, far below that of
many more advanced countries. 2 ' This highly educated work force along with
low wage rates, and the availability of natural resources make Vietnam a desira-
ble target for foreign investment.

PRoJECr FINANCE AND BOT AGREEMENTS

Developing countries have decreased their dependence on public funds
from international development organizations such as the World Bank and the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) for infrastructure development over the past
two decades.22 The focus has shifted to private capital sources due to present
capital demands in excess of public resources.23 Three of four World Bank

17. BOT Decree, supra note 4.
18. See An Investor's Guide to Vietnam, Irr'L FiN. L. REV. 9 (1995). The VCP is organized at

the local level into Local People's Committees. id.
19. WORLD BANK, WoRLW DEvELoPmENT REPORT 1995: WORERS IN AN INTEGRATING

WORLD 162 (1995) [hereinafter WORLD DE ELoP E rr REPORT]. Vietnam's GNP per capita in 1993
exceeded only that of Mozambique, Tanzania, Ethiopia, and Sierra Leone. Id.

20. id. Other less developed Asian nations include Nepal (GNP per capita $190), Lao PDR
(GNP per capita $280), India (GNP per capita $300), Mongolia (GNP per capita $390), and China
(GNP per capita $490). Id.

21. WORLD BANK, SOCIAL INDICATORS OF DEvELoPmENrr: 1995, 371 (1995). The illiteracy
rate is far below that of all other low-income Asian countries including Nepal (74%), India (52%),
China (27%), and Myanmar (19%). WoR.LD DavELoPmEter REPORT, supra note 19, at 162.

22. The increasing number of World Bank and International Monetary Fund publications dis-
cussing the use of private investment for development evidences this phenomenon. See, e.g., INTER-
NATIONAL MONETARY FUND, OCCASIONAL PAPER 33, FOREIGN PRIVATE INVESTMENT IN DEVELOPING

CouNTRIEs (1985); DEENA R. KHATKHATE, WoRLD BANK, WORLD BANK DIscuSSION PAPERS 177,
THE REGULATORY IMPEDIE NTS TO THE PRIVATE INDusTRIAL SECTOR DEvELOPMENT IN ASIA
(1992); WORLD BANK, LEGAL FRmwwoRK FOR Tm TgEATMENT OF FOREIGN INvESTnMENT (1992)
(studying current legal frameworks for foreign investment regimes worldwide and establishing
guidelines for legal treatment of private foreign investment to encourage private investment).

23. Martin Stewart-Smith, Private Financing and Infrastructure Provision in Emerging Mar-
kets, 26 LAw & PoL'Y INT'L Bus. 987, 987-88 (1995).
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Group affiliated organizations actively promote private investment for infra-
structure projects.24 Project finance, and most recently, BOT agreements, have
become increasingly popular instruments for private investment.

Vietnam's capital requirements have forced the government to seek both
public and private funds. In 1994, Vietnam began familiarizing itself with the
requirements of international organizations like the World Bank and the IMF.2 5

Vietnam had received little or no aid from these organizations in over ten years,
and had experienced difficulty using the aid it had received.26 In fact, local
bureaucrats have resisted some public projects in favor of private financing hop-
ing to retain greater control over the investments. 27 Given both the prior history
of public aid in Vietnam and the government's desire to retain control over its
infrastructure projects, private investment will remain a priority of the
Vietnamese government.

A. Project Finance

Project finance developed in the mid-1970s as a means of providing private
capital sources for economic development. 28 Through this investment method,
the project developers attain non-recourse financing on the basis of the future
cash flows from the project, using only the assets of the project as collateral. 2 9

This means of financing has gained importance in the infrastructure develop-
ment of developing countries. Investors can structure the project to both mini-
mize liability through non-recourse loans and attain the substantial capital
required to complete major infrastructure projects.

The primary benefit of project finance is this ability to limit the financial
risk of the investor. Foreign investment in developing countries involves many
risks including political instability, expropriation or nationalization, revolution,
war or terrorism, government interference, government alteration of laws and
regulations, increased taxes, export restrictions, availability of local goods, serv-
ices and labor, availability of licenses and permits, currency risk, delay in com-

24. Manfred Ernst & Naja Ngoc-Nha Pharn, Financing Infrastructure in Developing Econo-
mies: Benefits, Risks, Sources, EAST ASIAN ExEcurivE REPORTS, Mar. 15, 1994. The International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) promotes private investment to bolster its fund-
ing for infrastructure projects, the International Finance Corporation (IFC) provides financial assist-
ance and promotes private investment, and the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA)
provides political risk insurance to encourage private investment. Id.

25. Country Profile: Indochina, THE EcONOMIST INTELLIGENCE UNIT, April 1995, at 6.
26. Id. In 1993, Vietnam received pledges for $1.8 billion of overseas direct aid; the country,

however, could absorb only $400 million. Requirements such as recipient government matching
restrict Vietnam's ability to accept funds as a result of the government's budgetary constraints. ld.

27. Id.
28. Stewart E. Rauner, Comment, Project Finance: A Risk Spreading Approach to the Com-

mercial Financing of Economic Development, 24 HARv. INT'L L.J. 145, 150 (1983).
29. PETER K. NEvrrr, PRo=-r FINANCING 3 (5th ed. 1989). "A financing of a particular

economic unit in which a lender is satisfied to look initially to the cash flows and earnings of that
economic unit as the source of funds from which a loan will be repaid and to the assets of the
economic unit as collateral for the loan." lad

[Vol. 14:438
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pletion, and government insolvency. 30  As a developing country, Vietnam
should address legal risks when possible to encourage investment.

A new form of project finance emerged in the mid-1980s to stimulate fur-
ther infrastructure development. This scheme known as Build-Operate-Transfer
or Build-Own-Transfer (BOT) privatizes infrastructure development. 31 A BOT
plan involves the building of an infrastructure project by a private investor, the
ownership and operation of the structure by the private developer or investors
for a period of time to recoup debt and receive a profit, and the eventual transfer
of the structure to the host government.32 South Asian countries have increas-
ingly relied upon these privatization schemes due to inadequate government re-
sources and the local capital markets' inability to obtain the capital necessary to
develop basic infrastructure.3 3

B. Use of BOT in Developing Countries

BOT benefits developing countries by facilitating foreign private invest-
ment and providing access to advanced technology. BOT ensures government
control over infrastructure at the end of the operation period. During the private
ownership period, government control is limited to the regulations and agree-
ment governing the project. Often countries in a more advanced stage of devel-
opment forbid foreign private control of their infrastructure and, therefore, do
not grant BOT agreements. Countries in an early stage of development, how-
ever, must improve infrastructure to stimulate economic growth. 3  Adopting
BOT laws allows a country to regain control of infrastructure after the govern-
ment and local capital markets have grown without jeopardizing present devel-
opment. Toward that end, a number of Asian countries have adopted BOT laws
within the past ten years as a means of developing local infrastructure.

1. The Philippines

The Philippines is one of several Asian countries that have enacted BOT
laws. The Philippines aggressively sought investment in infrastructure and

30. NEvrTT, supra note 29, at 4-5; Rauner, supra note 28, at 160-161; Scott L. Hoffman, A
Practical Guide to Transnational Project Finance. Basic Concepts, Risk Identification, and Con-
tractual Considerations, 45 Bus. LAW. 181, 198-203 (1989). Numerous financial risks are also
involved; however, this Comment will focus solely on legal risks.

31. NEvrrr, supra note 29, at 290; Patrick D. Harder, Infrastructure Privatization in South
Asia, 15 CONSTR. LAw. 34, 36 (1995); INDusTRY AND ENERGY DEPT., WORLD BANK AND UNrrED
STATES AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT, OCCASIONAL PAPER No. 2 (April 1994). Nu-
merous variations have developed including Build-Own-Operate (BOO), Build-Own-Operate-Trans-
fer (BOOT), and Build-Lease-Transfer (BLT). These variations generally alter the ownership period
or form. For example, Build-Own-Operate does not specify a transfer to the local government after
a set period of time, unlike BOT. Id.

32. An Investor's Guide to Vietnam, supra note 18, at 11.
33. See Harder, supra note 31, at 35. (Also noting the demand for social services as a further

limit on the use of government funds for infrastructure projects).
34. W. Gary Vause, Doing Business with Vietnam - Prospects and Concerns for the 1990s,

4 FLA. INT'L U. 231, 280-1 (1989). ("Clearly, the prospective foreign investor must weigh care-
fully the costs, delays and other inconveniences that will be occasioned by Vietnam's
infrastructure.")

1996]
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adopted a program to attract foreign investment in 1987. 35 On July 9, 1990, the
government promulgated the first Philippine BOT law.36

The initial Philippine BOT law established a rigid structure that resulted in
limited success. Under this law, the government solicited bids for Congressio-
nally designated priority projects.3 7 The contractor then built and operated the
facility, charging fees or tolls for no more than fifty years before transferring the
facility to the government. 38 Although the government approved projects in the
electric power and telecommunications sectors, the BOT law failed to attract
interest in other areas. 3 9

In 1994, the Philippine government amended the BOT law to increase for-
eign investment.4° The amendment added flexibility to BOT schemes by in-
creasing the number of permissible variations.4 1 Investors may now negotiate
with the Philippine government for projects beyond those on the Congressio-
nally approved list. The government also liberalized permissible returns, elimi-
nating the prior law's 12% rate of return ceiling.42 In addition, BOT projects of
over one billion pesos may qualify for government incentives.4 3 The Secretary
of Finance established a "one-stop" shop for BOT projects in a further effort to
facilitate foreign investments in 1994.44 By August 1994, interest had increased
and a number of projects in various sectors had begun the bidding or contracting
stages.4 5

2. Other Asian Experiences with BOT

Other developing countries in Asia encourage the use of BOT arrangements
for infrastructure development. Indonesia and Thailand both continue to en-
courage investment despite past difficulties. In Indonesia, although the govern-
ment authorizes BOT in the power sector, the government's artificially low
electricity rate has stymied investment. 46 In Thailand, a dispute over toll rates
with the Thai government caused an investor to sell his interest in a BOT. That
highly publicized incident and a conflict over the routing of a separate Thai
BOT in 1995 have discouraged potential investors.4 7 Despite these setbacks,

35. John D. Forbes, Turning to the Private Sector to Modernize Infrastructure, EAST ASIAN
ExECUTtvE REPORTS, Aug. 15, 1994.

36. REPUBLIC AcT No. 6957 (Phil.).
37. Id.
38. Id.
39. Forbes, supra note 35.
40. 1995 NATIONAL TRADE DATA BANK, MARKET REPORTS (March 21, 1995).
41. Forbes, supra note 35. Under the current legislation, contractual agreements include

build-operate-transfer, build-and-transfer, build-own-operate, build-lease-transfer, build-transfer-op-
erate, contract-add-operate, develop-operate-transfer, rehabilitate-operate-transfer, and rehabilitate-
own-operate. Id.

42. Id.
43. Id. (Approximately $37 million). These incentives typically include such things as re-

duced tax rates.
44. Id. A one-stop government office allows the investor to obtain all necessary permits,

licenses, and government clearances at one time rather than requiring her to visit numerous agencies.
45. Id. Projects included power projects, transportation projects, and highway projects.
46. Country Profile: Indonesia, THE ECONOMIST NrTELUaFNCE UNrr, Jan. 1995, at 8.
47. See Country Profile: Thailand, THE ECONOMIST INTE.LLIGNCE UNTrr, Dec. 1995, at 8.

[Vol. 14:438
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BOT continues to provide a valuable means of infrastructure investment. 48

Vietnam must recognize the potential legal pitfalls and avoid the mistakes of its
neighbors to take full advantage of BOT development.

3. Vietnam

Like these other Asian countries, Vietnam is developing its legal system to
attract foreign investment.49 The availability of natural resources and an edu-
cated work force make Vietnam an attractive investment site.5 ° Concentrated
wealth in Vietnam's major cities also creates potential markets for foreign inves-
tors. Thus, foreign investors should welcome the opportunity to enter the
Vietnamese market as they have in other Asian countries.

Although this Comment focuses on the legal inadequacies in Vietnam, one
cannot overlook the effect of the country's current stage of economic develop-
ment. A significant barrier to investment in Vietnam may arise from the lack of
a domestic market for infrastructure projects. Until per capita income and local
industry increase, many will have neither the means nor the need for such things
as toll roads or telecommunications services. The experience of China and East-
ern European countries has shown, however, that potential investors can benefit
from entering the Vietnamese market.

IV.
VIETNAM's BOT LAW

Since the Vietnamese adopted the policy of Doi Moi in 1986, the country
has continued its aggressive pursuit of economic development. In 1991, the
Vietnamese government drafted the Strategy for Socio-Economic Stabilization
and Development Until the Year 2000.51 The basis of that plan was to ensure
social welfare and development of the Vietnamese people through sustained
economic growth.5 2 The government views the nation's economic success as
the foundation for improving Vietnam's general welfare.

In conjunction with these economic policies, the Vietnamese government
enacted the Law on Foreign Investment in Vietnam (FIL) on December 29,

48. Many countries have pursued investment through BOT structures. Pakistan plans to award
a BOT agreement worth $79 million for the construction of an expressway. Pakistan Invites Bids for
Toll-Financed Expressway, Kyodo News Service, Asian Economic News, Sept. 16, 1996, available
in LEXIS, World Library, CURNWS file. A Japanese company began construction recently of an
Olympic stadium in Australia under a BOT structure. Obayashi to Build Olympic Stadium in Aus-
tralia, Kyodo News Service, Japan Economic Newswire, Sept. 9, 1996, available in LEXIS, World
Library, CURNWS file. China will also invite BOT schemes for 50 new projects planned in be-
tween 1996 and 2000. Jiangsu Recommends 50 Key Investment Projects, BBC Summary of World
Broadcasts, Sept. 18, 1996, available in LEXIS, World Library, CURNWS file. These are examples
of the plentiful number of BOT projects currently planned around the world.

49. McGrath, supra note 14, at 2096.
50. The Vietnamese government raised the minimum wage for foreign invested companies at a

higher level than state-owned enterprises. Despite the discrepancy, minimum wage levels do not
exceed $35 per month. FAR EAsTmN EcONOMIc Rvmw, AsIA 1995 YEARBOOK 224 (1995).

51. Xuan, supra note 1, at 33.
52. Id.

1996]
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1987. 53 This law established the basic framework for foreign investment in
Vietnam. The Vietnamese government estimates that to achieve its goals of
modernization it must receive foreign investment between $50 and $55 billion
U.S. by the year 2000.5 4 Because these figures are three times above current
investment levels, Vietnam must continue to liberalize its policies.

Vietnam's increasingly open market has positioned it to take advantage of
foreign investment. Political impediments to such investments are decreasing as
the country aggressively pursues its policies of economic development. The
United States, for instance, lifted the trade embargo against Vietnam on Febru-
ary 3, 1994, and established diplomatic relations on July 11, 1995. 55 Vietnam
also became a member of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)
and receives substantial capital from investment by other Asian countries. 56 De-
spite recent changes towards modernization, Vietnam's undeveloped infrastruc-
ture remains a substantial barrier to its continuing economic growth.5 7

Accordingly, in an effort to "encourage investments in construction and devel-
opment of infrastructure in Vietnam," the government issued the Decree on
Build-Operate-Transfer Contracts (BOT Decree) and Regulations on Invest-
ments in the Form of Build-Operate-Transfer Contracts (BOT Regulations) on
November 23, 1993.58 The State Committee for Co-operation and Investment
(SCCI) issued the Circular on Build-Operate-Transfer on February 28, 1994 to
further clarify and expand the initial regulations.5 9

A. The Current BOT Laws

The Vietnamese BOT Regulations promulgated on November 23, 1993, set
the framework for forming BOT projects. The investor establishes a BOT com-
pany and builds and operates the project for a period of time, followed by an
uncompensated transfer of the project to the Vietnamese government. 60 Some
features of the BOT law are as follows:

The Vietnamese government will protect the ownership rights of in-
vested capital.

6 '

53. FIL, supra note 2.
54. Xuan, supra note 1, at 37.
55. Economic Normalization: Charting the Next Steps, EAsT AsiArN ECONOMIC REPoRrs, Jan.

15, 1996, at 21.
56. Philip Shenon, Hanoi Joins a Club Created to Blackball It, N.Y. TnMES, July 29, 1995, sec.

1, at 3. Vietnam was admitted to ASEAN on July 29, 1995. Id. Japan provides a strong example of
Asian interest in Vietnam. Recently, Japanese businessmen have placed Vietnam second only to
China as targets for Asian investment. Ishibashi, supra note 6.

57. Xuan, supra note 1, at 36. In 1995, Vietnam had an average of 0.03 km of transportation
road per square kilometer, compared with the 3 km per square kilometer in other countries in the
region. Id.

58. BOT Decree, supra note 4; BOT Regulations, supra note 4.
59. Circular on Build-Operate-Transfer, No. 333 UB/LXT, Hanoi, Feb. 28, 1994 [hereinafter

Circular]. The SCCI was established to oversee foreign investment in Vietnam. See infra note 127-
130 and accompanying text.

60. BOT Regulations, supra note 4, art. 1.
61. BOT Regulations, supra note 4, art. 2, 1.

[Vol. 14:438
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" BOT projects receive preferential tax treatment including exemption
from taxes for the first four years beginning with the first profit making
year of the business, then are taxed on only 50% of their profits for the
next four years.6

2

" The Vietnamese §overnment guarantees convertibility of revenue into
foreign currency. 

3

" Tolls and other revenue sources must be stipulated in the BOT con-
tract, with any future changes beyond set ceilings allowed only through
a proposal to the State Committee for Co-operation and Investment
(SCCI).

64

" BOT selection may be conducted through bidding, selection, or direct
negotiation.

6 5

" The BOT company may exist for 20 ears or "[w]here necessary, it
may be extended for a longer period.'

" Upon completion of the specified time period, the BOT project must be
transferred in entirety to the Vietnamese government without
compensation.

67

" Disputes between the BOT company and ancillary contractors are han-
dled through negotiation and conciliation. Unresolved disputes may be
referred to an arbitration body agreed upon by the parties. 6

8

" Disputes between the BOT company and the Vietnamese government
are resolved through negotiation and conciliation. Remaining disputes
are referred to an ad-hoc arbitrator.69

Despite the promulgation of the BOT laws, Vietnam has attracted few
projects since 1993. The first BOT license was issued in August 1995 to two
Malaysian firms to build a water treatment plant in Ho Chi Minh City.70 Ensu-
ing delays and negotiations over land use rights, however, hindered the progress
of this leading project.71 Potential investors cite problems such as an insuffi-

cient domestic market to recoup expenditures on large infrastructure projects,
lack of stability of land use laws, and the unwieldy Vietnamese bureaucracy as

62. BOT Regulations, supra note 4, art. 3, 1. Cf FIL, supra note 2, arts. 26-28. Corporate
tax rates for foreign invested enterprises range from 15% to 25%. Some joint ventures receive
preferential treatment exempting them from profit tax for two years from the first profit-making year
and reduce profit tax by 50% for the following two years, also allowing for carry-over losses for up
to five years. The government allows further reduction of profit tax in encouraged industries. BOT
Regulations, supra note 4, art. 3, 1.

63. BOT Regulations, supra note 4, art. 5. Vietnam does not, however, protect exchange
rates. Recent inflation will deter investment as a result unless the government makes an effort to
monitor inflation in the future.

64. BOT Regulations, supra note 4, art. 9.
65. BOT Regulations, supra note 4, art. 11.
66. FIL, supra note 2, art. 15.
67. BOT Regulations, supra note 4, art. 13.
68. BOT Regulations, supra note 4, art. 15.
69. Id.
70. First BOT Licensed, supra note 5.
71. Jeremy Grant, Survey of Vietnam, FrN. TiMEs, Nov. 13, 1995. Vietnamese law does not

allow private ownership of land. A BOT company receives rights to use land and may mortgage
those rights. BOT Regulations, supra note 4, art. 6.
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barriers to future BOT investment. 72 Because Vietnam does not allow private
ownership of land but instead grants land use rights, the BOT Regulations pro-
vide for the mortgaging of these rights. BOT companies must rely on these
rights as collateral when obtaining financing, thereby heightening the need for
legal stability. Although some of the barriers to BOT success depend upon eco-
nomic and financial factors, Vietnam should not ignore legal hurdles. Foreign
investors will require greater legal surety and stability to undertake large-scale,
long-term infrastructure projects. Vietnam can address these issues through fur-
ther development of the BOT laws.

B. Proposed Changes to the BOT Law

Under the current law, foreign investors face an uncertainty that increases
the risk of investing in Vietnam. Given the nation's emphasis on infrastructure
development, Vietnam would benefit from certain amendments to the BOT law.
Investors may be in good position to negotiate favorable terms for an individual
project and should not forgo the opportunity to take advantage of Vietnam's
aggressive attempts to attract investment. The Vietnamese government, mean-
while, can and should facilitate investment activity by amending the BOT laws.
Five of the most valuable changes involve: protecting against expropriation or
nationalization; adopting a stabilization mechanism; clarifying toll rate regula-
tions; expanding the time frame for BOT projects; and increasing information
access. Addressing these issues would improve the legal structure for BOT in-
vestment in Vietnam and would reduce some of the current investment risk.

1. Expropriation or Nationalization

Private investors require protection of their investments prior to undertak-
ing a project. A guarantee that the host government will not expropriate the
project or will adequately compensate for expropriation is especially important
for infrastructure development.73 Because of its high-profile nature, infrastruc-
ture becomes an obvious target for expropriation. Further, potential legal or
political instability in developing nations increases the likelihood of
expropriation.

The investor may look to the market for mechanisms such as insurance to
reduce political risk. Various national and international agencies, as well as
some private entities, offer political risk insurance to protect against numerous
situations including expropriation and war.7 4 In practice, however, political risk
insurance provides limited coverage, leaving the investor exposed to risk.75

Given the inadequacies of market-based solutions such as political risk insur-

72. Grant, supra note 71.
73. NEvrrr, supra note 29, at 4.
74. E. Waide Warner, Jr. & Emily Altman, Credit Agreements and Collateral Agreements in

International Infrastructure Projects, in Poc'r FwANC'G: 1996 (Practicing Law Institute ed.,
1996). Examples of national and multilateral institutions offering political insurance include the
Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) and the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency
(MIGA). Id

75. Id.
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BUILD-OPERATE-TRANSFER LAW IN VIETNAM

ance, Vietnam should harness its legislative resources to cope with the problem
of expropriation.

The current Vietnamese BOT law fails to address the issue of expropria-
tion. No provisions exist to ensure adequate compensation for expropriated as-
sets. The Law on Foreign Investment in Vietnam (FIL) states that the
government will not expropriate or nationalize investment capital.76 Although
this indicates Vietnam's intention not to expropriate, it fails to provide any rem-
edy if the government later decides to exercise its eminent domain power.

The majority of developing countries provide assurances for adequate com-
pensation in the case of expropriation. Since 1979, most foreign investment
laws adopted by developing countries have set a standard of "prompt, adequate,
and effective" compensation for expropriation." Bilateral Investment Treaties
have also recently adopted this language. This standard has been adopted from
international law, and is gaining widespread acceptance.

Vietnam has failed to follow this norm, placing it at a disadvantage relative
to other developing countries. Vietnam could effectively reduce investor risk by
adopting compensation standards in the case of expropriation. Although the
government does not intend to expropriate investment, sovereign powers permit
such actions. Since Vietnam has not ceded its sovereign power of expropriation,
the law must provide for compensation to protect foreign investors.

2. Stabilization Clause

Vietnam's rapidly evolving legal system increases the risk of investing in
long-term BOT projects. Any change in the laws or regulations during the life
of a BOT project can potentially alter the circumstances surrounding the project
and affect its ultimate viability. Although not a complete expropriation, these
changes are sometimes labeled "creeping appropriations" due to the resulting
restrictions on a project.

The Vietnamese government should consider adopting a stabilization
clause as part of its BOT law to mitigate the risk of creeping appropriations.
One kind of stabilization clause would guarantee that the laws and regulations in
effect at the time of signing the BOT agreement would remain viable for the life
of the project. Absent such legislation, the investor could negotiate for the in-
clusion of a stabilization clause within the BOT agreement pertaining to each
individual project to safeguard against subsequent changes in the law.

76. FIL, supra note 2, art. 21. ("In the course of its investment in Vietnam, the invested
capital and assets of a foreign organization and private person shall not be requisitioned and expro-
priated by administrative measures; The enterprise with foreign invested capital shall not be nation-
alized.") Although the FIL discusses expropriation, it is not clear that this law would govern a BOT
project.

77. Note, Protection of Foreign Direct Investment in a New World Order: Vietnam - A Case
Study, 107 HAzv. L. REv. 1995, 1999 (1994). This standard is the "Hull formula" from international
law. Id. at 1997.
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Alternatively, a stabilization clause could provide protection from legisla-
tive change for a fixed period of time.7 8 This type of agreement balances the
need for Vietnam to continue its legal development with the goal of increasing
investor security. 79 For example, the agreement could freeze the law for a pe-
riod of ten years, subject to review of the investor's contract at that time.80 This
time frame allows the investor to realize some profits while recognizing that
changes within the country may have occurred that warrant a review and update
of the relevant law.8 '

Another means of ensuring stability is to refer to the law of another na-
tion.82 The BOT agreement could refer to a developed and detailed legal sys-
tem, thereby reducing or eliminating legislative changes during the life of the
project. Understandably, host countries will often prefer to apply their own law.
Vietnam, however, may wish to consider allowing BOT agreements to refer to
foreign law, since legal stability is at a premium given the long-term nature and
the substantial size of BOT projects. 83

Protection from changing legislation may be especially important for long-
term projects started during the current era of rapid legal change in Vietnam. As
the legal system matures, the need for such assurances will diminish, and in the
future this type of arrangement could be phased out. At present, however, the
investor has no control over the legal system, and cannot predict changes during
the life of the BOT project.

3. Toll Rate Provisions

Vietnam's BOT Regulations require the BOT contract to specify tolls or
fees.84 The BOT company must notify the State Committee for Co-operation
and Investment (SCCI) thirty days prior to any changes in the rate.8 5 If the BOT
company wishes to increase rates above the ceiling stated in the contract, it must
submit a proposal to the SCCI.8 6

Despite the centralized approach taken in the BOT Regulations, the SCCI
eschewed this authority, shifting it to the state body overseeing the project. The
Circular on Build-Operate-Transfer (Circular) issued by the SCCI requires that
the BOT company negotiate with the state body authorizing the contract.87

78. P. Ebow Bondzi-Simpson, Transnational Corporations in Africa: A Framework for Re-
gional Regulatory Arrangements, in THE LAW AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 1N THE TtrRD WoRLD
91 (1992); NEvrrr, supra note 29, at 4.

79. NEvrrr, supra note 29, at 4.
80. Bondzi-Simpson, supra note 78, at 91. The investment laws of Ukraine, Uzbekistan,

Turkmenistan and Russia provide ten-year stabilization clauses. Id.
81. Bondzi-Simpson suggests that a permanent freezing of the law violates constitutional and

international law principles, therefore, a ten-year benchmark is a suitable compromise. Id.
82. Detlev F. Vagts, Protecting Foreign Direct Investment: An International Law Perspective,

in FoREIGN DmEcr INvasmrmrrr IN a 1990s 108 (Cynthia Day Wallace ed., 1990).
83. Ld
84. BOT Regulations, supra note 4. art. 9.
85. Id.
86. Ir
87. Circular, supra note 59, ch. II, 4.
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BUILD-OPERATE-TRANSFER LAW IN VIETNAM

Neither the BOT Regulations nor the Circular provides guidelines for evaluating
rate changes.

Without established guidelines, a foreign investor finds herself at the
Vietnamese government's mercy. Once a project is started, the investor cannot
pull out without sustaining substantial losses. Unexpected delays or changes
caused by the government or other forces may significantly increase projected
costs. Inflation also creates substantial risk if tolls cannot be appropriately ad-
justed. The investor cannot predict the outcome of negotiations given the decen-
tralized bureaucratic decision-making process and unestablished regulations.
Further, the unequal position of the parties gives the Vietnamese government
leverage, preventing fair and equitable resolution.

Vietnam and potential investors can learn from recent problems in Thailand
over BOT rates. A Japanese company operating a toll road project had set rates
when agreements with the government were ratified.88 Once the road was built,
however, the company had no leverage against the government's demand for
lower rates. 89 The company sold its interest to cut its losses as it could neither
enforce the initial agreement nor renegotiate an acceptable rate. 90

The Vietnamese BOT Regulations state that any disputes between the BOT
company and the Vietnamese government must be referred to an ad-hoc arbitra-
tor if negotiations fail. 9 1 Without any published regulations, however, an arbi-
trator has no basis for decision. Again, the investor cannot foresee the
consequences and has no recourse.

The Vietnamese government must address the issue of toll rate disputes to
reduce investor risk and establish the rule of law to govern such disputes. BOT
projects are financed on the basis of future cash flows from tolls and fees.9 2

Although the parties determine initial estimates, a system that fails to adapt to
unforeseeable events places the entire risk on the investor. Without written reg-
ulations, the investor does not know what adjustments to expect and will be
reluctant to enter the Vietnamese market.

4. Time Frame and Transfer to Vietnamese Government

Duration of a BOT company and terms of transfer are codified by law. The
Vietnamese BOT Regulations do not specify the duration of BOT projects; in-
stead, they refer to the FEL.93 Under the FLL, companies funded by foreign

88. Charles Target, Asia Infrastructure Plays May Be Road to Ruin, ASiAN WALL ST. J.
WKLY., April 15, 1996, at 14.

89. Id
90. Id. Indonesia represents another example of difficulties arising from rate issues. See

supra note 46 and accompanying text. In that case, the low electricity rates set by the government
precluded development of power plants through BOT as investors could not make a profit.

91. BOT Regulations, supra note 4, art. 15, 2.
92. Market demand for the project will also substantially affect future cash flow. GNP per

capita levels among the lowest in the world seem to preclude projects that require further national
development to raise demand. The concentration of wealth in a number of cities and the influx of
investment into other developing countries such as China, however, should encourage potential in-
vestors to enter the Vietnamese market.

93. BOT Regulations, supra note 4, art. 13, 1.
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investment may remain for twenty years, subject to extension where neces-
sary. 4 At the end of that period, the BOT company must transfer the BOT
project to the Vietnamese government without compensation.95 Vietnam thus
placed a blanket twenty year duration restriction on general foreign investment.
Although the FIL allows for increased duration "[w]here necessary," it fails to
define the scope of the exception. 96

The Vietnamese government should build greater flexibility in these regu-
lations to address specific characteristics of BOT projects. Since BOT projects
receive financing on the basis of future cash flows, most of these capital-inten-
sive endeavors must operate for substantial periods of time following comple-
tion to allow the investor to pay off debt and receive some profit.

The most obvious starting point for reform would be to adjust the maxi-
mum duration of BOT projects. For instance, the Philippine BOT law sets the
maximum duration of BOT projects at 50 years.97 Given the often limited rates
that can be charged for infrastructure such as roads and water, and the currently
low income per capita of the Vietnamese people, the government should extend
the maximum duration to make BOTs financially feasible. Further, if the
Vietnamese government lengthens the permissible BOT duration, the prospect
of uncompensated transfer may be acceptable.

Alternatively, the Vietnamese government could approach the duration is-
sue by adopting a set profit level. If the BOT company failed to meet the profit
levels, the developer should have the right to extend the project's duration. 98

Allowing a fixed percentage of profits reduces the investor's risk, making BOT
investment in Vietnam more attractive. 99

The government should also consider adopting other variations of BOT to
increase the law's flexibility. The Philippines' most recent revision to its BOT
law incorporated structures such as build-own-operate, contract-add-operate,
and rehabilitate-own-operate. 00 Since Vietnam cannot achieve rapid develop-
ment without sufficient infrastructure, the government could facilitate invest-
ment by varying the investment options.

Another alternative would allow investors to establish agreements that pro-
vide some level of compensation at the time of transfer if the company fails to
recoup a set percentage of profits. This would still allow Vietnam to benefit
from foreign technology through BOT projects while securing the interest of

94. FUR, supra note 2, art. 15. ("[A]n enterprise with foreign invested capital shall not exceed
twenty (20) years.").

95. BOT Regulations, supra note 4, art. 13, 3. This time period includes development of the
project, which may prove considerable given the scope of infrastructure projects.

96. FRL, supra note 2, art. 15.
97. REPUBLIC Ac No. 6957, § 2(a) (Phil.).
98. Warner & Altman, supra note 74.
99. The Philippine BOT regime currently caps profit levels at 12%. INTERNATIONAL BuREAu

OF FtscAL DoCumENTATION, TAXEs AND INvEsTmET iN AsIA AND THE PACIFIC 14 (vol. 3). Because
of the unpredictable nature of demand, placing a limit on profits prevents the company from charg-
ing exorbitant rates on basic infrastructure. Vietnam could adopt a similar limit in its BOT law and
specify a negotiated profit limit in each project agreement.

100. REPUBLIC AcT No. 7718 (Phil.).
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potential investors. Although Vietnam's long-term expenditures would increase
with this proposal, the trade-off of stimulating short-term growth may offset fu-
ture expenses.

5. Information Access

A valuable characteristic of any legal system is the clarity and accessibility
of its laws. Such access reduces transaction costs, further encouraging foreign
investment. The need for clear and accurate information is especially acute in a
country like Vietnam. With a rapidly evolving legal system, potential and cur-
rent foreign investors must stay abreast of new developments. Investors with
experience in Vietnam recognize that significant changes can occur within one
year.' 0 ' Currently, a foreigner cannot easily find the national laws nor the legis-
lative acts of committees and state level government bodies. The Vietnamese
government should ensure timely publication and dissemination of the country's
laws and regulations if it expects foreign lawyers to approve investment plans.

For instance, Indonesia has aggressively attempted to ensure access to legal
information. One goal of Indonesia's current law reform project, the Economic
Law and Improved Procurement Systems Project (ELIPS Project), 10 2 is to re-
duce transaction costs by publishing the laws on CD Rom disk.'0 3 This would
allow people to access Indonesia's laws quickly and easily where currently, its
laws and decrees are often published months or years after promulgation, if at
all. 104

By publishing detailed laws and regulations, potential investors will be able
to anticipate the legal consequences of actions in Vietnam. Ambiguous and in-
accessible laws create questions and apprehension in potential investors, imped-
ing foreign investment. Accessibility would also enhance the role of
enforcement and provide comprehensible guidelines for arbitrators to follow.
The opening of Vietnam's economic market must be accompanied by increased
access to its legal system, and the publication of laws is a valuable first step.

V.
IMPLEMENTATION AND ENFORCEMENT

Vietnam must couple the BOT laws with effective means of administration
and enforcement. Whether Vietnam can and will adopt the rule of law is central
to this discussion. Historically, Vietnamese law has been individualized and
arbitrary. 10 5 Excessive bureaucratic discretion led to a corrupt system of bribery

101. Half-Speed Ahead: Small and Slow is Motto of Investors in Vietnam, AsiAN WALL ST. J.
WKLY., Mar. 25, 1996, at 1. ("What was valid for a firm a year ago often no longer is.").

102. Darrell Johnson, Indonesia: Economic Development and the Law, presented at A.B.A.
Section on Int'l Law and Practice Meeting 20-23 (Jan. 20, 1994) (copy on file with author).

103. Id. at 20-21.
104. Id.
105. Following liberation from French colonial rule, the Vietnamese Communist Party "ruled

almost unfettered due to the fragmented and porous legal structure. It was the rule of men, not the
rule of law. The French colonial law, which had classified individuals based on their relationship to
property, gave way to [VCP] policy, which focused on class and nationalism. The [VCPI often did
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at all levels of government. The rapid development of the legal system under
Doi Moi indicates a willingness to adopt the rule of law to attract foreign invest-
ment. Where legal theories conflict, however, successful transformation may
prove difficult. It is also unclear whether communist control can co-exist effec-
tively with the rule of law. Since the rule of law and the mechanisms for imple-
mentation and enforcement of Vietnamese laws, primarily agencies and the
judicial system, are vital to Vietnam's continued growth, each will be examined
in turn.

A. The Rule of Law

The current concept of law in Vietnam varies significantly from Western
ideas. The Vietnamese Constitution functions as a statement of VCP policy and
does not protect individual rights. 1 ' 6 Vietnamese laws also limit individual re-
dress since vague statutes allow for broad interpretation. The problem is exacer-
bated in Vietnam since different levels of government must implement and
interpret national laws.' 0 7 As a result, corruption and bribery flourish at local
levels. 1' a Although investors cannot expect to find a fully developed legal sys-
tem, greater structural clarity is necessary to reduce the reliance on bribery and
enhance the notion of the rule of law.

The Vietnamese legal system has historically been influenced by China, the
Soviet Union, and France. Since its independence, however, Vietnam has re-
jected the rights-based colonial law in favor of Confucian and Marxist ideolo-
gies. 0 9 The Vietnamese government's current legal reforms appear to embrace
the rule of law. This reformation conflicts with Vietnamese legal theory and
may ultimately collide with communist rule.

The development of individual rights runs counter to the two bases of
Vietnamese legal theory. First, that societal goals outweigh individual goals;
and second, that government discretion is preferable to the rule of law.'1o The
success of a new rights-based legal system will depend on acceptance of differ-
ent legal values by both the populace and the ruling party. Since the theoretical
basis for current legal reforms is foreign to the Vietnamese, rapid transformation
to the rule of law is unlikely unless the Vietnamese adopt new laws and alter the
underlying premise of their legal system."'

not make public or strictly follow the few laws it enacted. Operating in this legal vacuum, the
People's Supreme Court often had to manufacture law on a case-by-case basis." John Gillespie,
Private Commercial Rights in Vietnam: A Comparative Analysis, 30 STAN. J. INr'L L. 325, 332
(1994).

106. k4 at 333-34.
107. McGrath. supra note 14, at 2122.
108. Id. at 2117-18.
109. Gillespie, supra note 105, at 332.
110. Id. at 371.
111. The interplay between law and society cannot be ignored. Legal importation from other

cultures often fails in light of societal values or takes an unique interpretation to conform with local
expectation. For example, the American government introduced various due process rights into the
Japanese legal system following World War I. While rights such as protection from illegal search
and seizure and the right to an attorney are familiar to Americans, these rights do not resemble their
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The Vietnamese Communist Party (VCP) may also impede transformation
to the rule of law. Current reforms are being implemented by the Vietnamese
government, and the 1992 Constitution states that the VCP must operate within
the law. 12 Despite Constitutional provisions, the amount of influence that the
VCP possesses allows it to retain control."13 In fact, absent effective review
mechanisms, the VCP's declaration that it is subject to the rule of law remains a
symbolic gesture."

t4

The Vietnamese government itself is struggling with the balance between
communist control and the rule of law. A Party split between the hard-line and
those that encourage further reform has resulted from Vietnam's attempt to rec-
oncile Marxist ideology with economic revision.15 Despite aggressive reform
since 1987 to encourage foreign investment, one cannot predict whether this
courtship will continue. 1 6 The recent campaign to eliminate foreign commer-
cial advertising may foreshadow further restrictions in the future. 1 7 In fact, the
VCP embarked on an adventurous journey when it liberalized foreign invest-
ment, as no communist country has successfully established the rule of law." 8

In some regards, Vietnam's legal transformation resembles that of China,
which moved to enhance the role of law.'1 9 In practice, however, Communist
Party policies frequently overshadow the law. Politicians interpret the laws for
personal interest, making law the tool of the Communist Party and the socialist
state.' 20 Successful adoption of the rule of law in Vietnam will depend both on
the willingness of the VCP to conform, and on the development of viable imple-

Japanese counterparts in practice. The courts in Japan construe these laws to fit Japanese cultural
values that place group harmony over individual protection. As a result, search and seizure is rarely
found illegal and criminal defendants typically see their attorneys only once or twice a week for
fifteen minute sessions.

112. MAGENNIS & HAi, supra note 7, at 7.

113. Camellia Ngo, Note, 16 HAsTrNGS INT'L & COMP. L. REv. 67, 81 (1992). An estimated
92% of the National Assembly are members of the VCP. Andrew Nette, Vietnam - Economy: Com-
munists to Continue Slow But Sure, Inter Press Service, Apr. 17, 1996, available in NEXIS, NEWS
library, CURNWS file.

114. Gillespie, supra note 105, at 372.
115. Nette, supra note 113.

116. The Vietnamese government has shown signs of reining in foreign investment. Recent
policy documents emphasize the importance of state enterprises in the country's development plans.
It is unknown whether Vietnam's experiment with market economics will continue given these
rumblings. The VCP continues to dominate the Vietnamese government and may decide to revert to
a centralized economy. These ruminations, however, may be a reflection of the growing pains and
adjustments associated with current reforms. Investors should pay heed to these signals. However,
only with time can we determine whether these acts reflect bumps in the road to reform or a dead
end.

117. The Limits of Openness in Vietnam, N.Y. Ttnts, Apr. 9, 1996, at A20. The Vietnamese
government called foreign advertising a "social evil." Id

118. Id

119. Donald C. Clarke, What's Law Got To Do With It? Legal Institutions and Economic Re-
form in China, 10 PAC. BAsIN L.J. 1, 3 (1991).

120. Pat K. Chew, Political Risk and U.S. Investments in China: Chimera of Protection and
Predictability?, 34 VA. J. INT'L L. 615, 638 (1994).
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mentation and enforcement mechanisms. Merely enacting laws without rein-
forcing the institutional framework would be ineffectual. 2 '

B. Administrative Agencies

If the Vietnamese government hopes to attract investment through BOT, it
must clarify the BOT laws and eliminate conflicting administrative interpreta-
tions. The Vietnamese government recognizes the inconsistencies resulting
from decentralized power. These conflicts between national and local govern-
ment have created discrepancies that affect foreign investment.' 22 These incon-
sistencies will continue so long as each individual agency promulgates
regulations to govern BOT projects. The Constitution attempts to remedy this
problem by granting the National Assembly the power to repeal local legislation
and unseat local politicians. 123 Vietnam has not, however, attempted to harmo-
nize investment regimes. Until investors can determine their legal rights and
obligations, they will be hesitant to risk investment.

Vietnamese administrative agencies are also to blame for current inefficien-
cies. Since Vietnam opened its doors to foreign investment in 1988, the country
has attracted approximately $19 billion in pledges; the government has spent,
however, only a quarter of that figure.124 Vietnam's inadequate infrastructure
hinders investment, 125 but the blame lies primarily with the "pervasive, un-
wieldy and often inconsistent government bureaucracies" that investors must
deal with to invest in Vietnam.' 26

The Vietnamese government established the SCCI to oversee foreign in-
vestment in 1989.127 The government did not, however, contemplate a one-stop
agency for foreign investors. Instead, the BOT Regulations grant authority to
various government bodies to promulgate guidelines for implementing the Reg-
ulations.' 28 Currently, the investor must enter into a contract with a specific
State body which would then oversee the project.' 29 Under these Regulations,
"ministries, general departments or departments, and provincial or municipal
people's committees" have the authority to enter into a BOT contract.' 30 A
BOT project must therefore be negotiated with various government entities,
causing delay, frustration, and expense for the foreign investor. 131 The licens-

121. Clarke, supra note 119, at 3. ("[P]assing laws is not enough. Statutes can be effective
only within an appropriate institutional framework. Where the framework does not exist, statutes
and the policies they embody will wither and die.").

122. MAGENNIS & HAl, supra note 7, at 22.
123. Id.
124. John Chalmers, Vietnam Prepares for Foreign Investment Slowdown, Reuters World Ser-

vice, Mar. 28, 1996, available in LEXIS, WWBUS file.
125. lId
126. Half Speed Ahead: Small and Slow is Motto of Investors in Vietnam, supra note 101, at 1.
127. Country Profile: Indochina, supra note 25, at 8.
128. See BOT Regulations, supra note 4, art. 18.
129. See Circular, supra note 59, ch. I, 5.
130. See Circular, supra note 59, ch. I, 6.
131. Yeow, supra note 5. Malaysian and Japanese investors signed a BOT agreement with the

Vietnam National Maritime Bureau in March 1995. Vietnamese authorities amended legislation to
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ing process for joint ventures in Vietnam takes between eight months and sev-
eral years.1 32 Given the greater complexity of BOT projects, one can imagine
the bureaucratic hurdles currently in place.

The Vietnamese government should streamline the approval process for
BOT investment by creating a true one-stop agency. This would reduce the
transaction costs of investing in Vietnam and remedy the problem of competing
statutory interpretations. The government could achieve this result by limiting
the power of other agencies and routing all BOT projects through the SCCI.
The new SCCI would then become responsible for obtaining all necessary
licenses and approvals for the project and would also take primary responsibility
for project oversight.1 33 Improving administrative processes would eliminate
the bottleneck that obstructs investment.

C. Dispute Resolution

Adequate dispute resolution and enforcement mechanisms are central to the
adoption of the rule of law. The Vietnamese have recently changed their judi-
cial and arbitration systems. The government has answered the call for adequate
means of resolving the disputes of foreign investors by creating various institu-
tions. These have included Economic Courts established in 1994134 and Eco-
nomic Arbitration Centers in 1996.135 The ability of these bodies to resolve
BOT disputes has not yet been tested.

Unlike the American judicial system, the Vietnamese Constitution does not
provide for a separation of powers.' 36 The highest judicial body in Vietnam is
the Supreme People's Court. 13 7 The National Assembly elects the Chief Jus-
tice, 138 while the Standing Committee of the National Assembly interprets the
Constitution and the laws of Vietnam.' 3 9 The courts do not have the power to
interpret the Constitution or laws and judges may face suspension if their orders
conflict with the interpretations of the Standing Committee.' 40

accommodate the project and continually altered the agreement until the night before its signing.
The next step includes approval by the SCCI. Id.

132. Michael J. Scown, Regulation of Foreign Construction Contractors in Vietnam, 11 INTw'L
CoNsT. L. REv. 330, 334 (1994).

133. Thailand established a one-stop center for foreign investors. Once the central agency ac-
cepts the investment proposal, it processes all of the licenses and permits required without additional
applications. Ngo, supra note 113, at 88. In Thailand, 65% of project applications are processed in
six months or less, and 77% of applications require communication with a maximum of ten govern-
ment officials. Niu.L T. MAcPHERsoN, THE SouTH EAST AsLN INva's mEr GuIDE 256 (1992).
The Philippines has similar figures at 64% in six months or less and 64% meeting with ten people or
less. Id. at 158. Singapore processes 90% of applications in six months or less, with 90% meeting
with ten officials or less. Id. at 206.

134. Vietnam: Court Established to Handle Economic Disputes, VIETNAM INVaSmEWr REV.,
May 23, 1994, available on NEXIS, NEWS library, CURNWS file.

135. Justice Vietnam, BuswINss VrITNAM, Apr. 1996, available in NEXIS, NEWS library,
CURNWS file.

136. MAGENNis & HA, supra note 7, at 30.
137. Id. at 29.
138. Id.
139. Id. at 17.
140. Id. at 30.
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The BOT Regulations distinguish disputes between the BOT company and
subcontractors, and those between the BOT company and the Vietnamese gov-
ernment. 14 1 Disputes arising between the BOT company and contractors must
first go through negotiation and conciliation. 142 Any remaining disputes are
settled through arbitration by agreement of the parties. 14 3 Appropriate arbitra-
tion bodies include Vietnamese arbitration bodies, ad-hoc arbitrators, a third
country's arbitration body, or an international arbitration tribunal. 144 Negotia-
tion and conciliation are also prerequisites in disputes between a BOT company
and the government. When conciliation fails, however, only an ad-hoc arbitrator
is available.'

45

It is unclear whether the government plans to amend the BOT law to allow
resolution through other entities. Since the drafting of the BOT Regulations,
Vietnam has established three dispute resolutions mechanisms that could benefit
BOT investors. Economic courts began hearing cases in July 1994,146 the Viet-
nam International Arbitration Center (VIAC) was created in April 1993,147 and
Economic Arbitration Centers were established in April 1996.148

The Economic Courts replaced State Arbitration Bodies in 1994.149 Cur-
rently, BOT companies cannot settle disputes in Economic Courts. Even if the
government gives jurisdiction over BOT claims to the Economic Courts, the
value of this institution remains questionable. The Ministry of Justice appoints
the judges, reducing the hope for neutral resolution. 15 0 Further, the lack of en-
forcement mechanisms renders any decision meaningless.

The government established the VIAC in 1993.151 The VIAC has jurisdic-
tion over disputes where one or more parties is foreign and the parties agree to
settlement through VIAC. 152 Since the government considers a BOT company
a Vietnamese juridical person, it does not fall within VIAC jurisdiction. 153 For-
eign investors may also question the neutrality of this forum, as language re-
quirements ensure that all arbitrators will be Vietnamese citizens. 154 Moreover,
as the Economic Court must enforce the decisions, the same possible problems
of enforcement persist.

141. BOT Regulations, supra note 4, art. 15, 1, 2.
142. BOT Regulations, supra note 4, art. 15, 1.
143. Id
144. Id.
145. BOT Regulations, supra note 4, art. 15, 2.
146. Vietnam: Court Established to Handle Economic Disputes, supra note 134.
147. Decision on the Establishment of the Vietnam International Arbitration Center, No. 204/

Trg, Hanoi, April 28, 1993 [hereinafter Arbitration Center Decision].
148. Justice Vietnam, supra note 135.
149. William Laurence Craig & Michael Polkinghorne, Dispute Resolution in Vietnam, INT'L

FrN. L. REv. (1995).
150. Vietnam: Court Established to Handle Economic Disputes, supra note 134.
151. Arbitration Center Decision, supra note 147.
152. Statutes of the Vietnam International Arbitration Center, (Issued in conjunction with De-

cision No. 204/Trg dated 28 April 1993 of the Prime Minister of the Government), art. 3.
153. See BOT Regulations, supra note 4, art. 1, 2.
154. Craig & Pollinghome, supra note 149. Foreigners are invited to act as arbitrators, but

arbitration hearings must be conducted in Vietnamese, effectively reducing the pool of potential
arbitrators. Id.
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Most recently, the government re-established Economic Arbitration Cen-
ters.1 55 The government has not eliminated the problems, however, as arbitra-
tors will be appointed by the government, and enforcement through the court
system remains unavailable.1

56

Vietnam has joined some international conventions on international arbitra-
tion. In September 1995, Vietnam acceded to the New York Convention on the
Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards.1 57 Vietnam also rati-
fied the International Center for the Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID)
Convention in October 1994.158 While this should improve enforcement, do-
mestic courts still retain a major role.

Perhaps the most significant problem for BOT projects involves disputes
with the host government. Vietnam has not ratified the Washington Convention
of 1966 concerning dispute resolution between the government and a foreign
party. Government overseers make decisions regarding critical aspects of each
BOT project. Vague or unpublished regulations make dispute resolution unreli-
able. Furthermore, without a mechanism for administrative review, investors
will not receive a fair adjudication. Under current law, the grounds for judicial
review of administrative action are limited to illegality or ultra vires.159 Since
agencies enjoy significant discretion, in practice, investors can never seek judi-
cial review of decisions. In addition, a system without separation of powers
cannot provide independent review of administrative decisions.'6 Use of the
BOT laws will remain negligible until investors receive protection from govern-
ment action.

The Vietnamese should provide adequate means for resolving disputes sur-
rounding BOT projects. Although referring to international bodies to settle dis-
putes may run contrary to Vietnam's desire for domestic development, reliance
on such entities may prove valuable during this evolutionary stage. Vietnam
could require initial resolution of all disputes through domestic mechanisms,
while allowing an international body to review all decisions. In so doing, Viet-
nam would retain primary jurisdiction that allows the country to build experi-
ence and bolster investor confidence in Vietnamese courts and arbitration, while
foreign investors would gain the assurance of unbiased review. Although this
approach may prove burdensome, in the nascent years of Vietnam's legal sys-
tems the benefits of investor confidence may outweigh the costs.

155. Justice Vietnam, supra note 135.
156. Id
157. Treaty Update, MEALEY's Lmo. REP.: INT'L Aan. REP., Jan. 1996.
158. Treaty Update: Five States Accede to New York Convention, MEALEY'S LrG. REP.:

MEALEY'S INT'L A"a. REP., Dec. 1994.

159. Gillespie, supra note 105, at 364.
160. Id. at 373.
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VI.
CONCLUSION

Economic development cannot progress without adequate infrastructure.
Vietnam has recognized its need to develop its domestic infrastructure as a cen-
tral part of its development plan, and has promulgated the BOT laws to en-
courage private funding of these projects. Despite this aggressive attempt to
fuel economic development, few investors have shown interest in the current
Vietnamese BOT regime. Vietnam must recognize and address the legal and
structural weaknesses that have stymied investment through BOTs if it hopes to
attract foreign infrastructure developers.

Vietnam's legal system is currently at an early stage of development.
Adoption of Doi Moi and the flurry of laws enacted since 1986 appear to initiate
Vietnam's transformation to the rule of law. While communist rumblings indi-
cate some displeasure with current reforms, the country cannot develop without
foreign capital. Foreign interest in China and Eastern Europe indicate substan-
tial potential of new markets like Vietnam; however, investors may wish to pro-
ceed with caution.

The BOT laws are an ideal starting point for establishing the rule of law.
The BOT laws concern a very specific form of investment. Although other legal
issues, such as land use, affect BOTs, it may prove possible to address these
issues in the individual BOT agreement. The basic framework and regulations
governing BOT projects should be further developed to encourage their use.
This would allow investors to invest in infrastructure while Vietnam pursues
systematic legal reform.

Structural reform of the Vietnamese legal system will lead to increased
investment and facilitate the adoption of the rule of law. Nationalizing the BOT
process and eliminating the conflicting regulations and potential for corruption
resulting from the power of local state bodies will simplify the investment pro-
cess. Since BOT projects involve substantial outlays of capital over long peri-
ods of time, investors require stability that only the government can provide.
The National Assembly must recognize the risks to investors and reduce or elim-
inate those risks when possible.

Finally, the prospects for BOT projects in general should be considered.
Although Vietnam has adopted its BOT regime to encourage private infrastruc-
ture development, the value and utility of BOT remains unknown. Since BOT
developed as a type of project financing in the mid-1980s, scant history is avail-
able for consideration. The growing pains of BOT itself may affect the use of
BOT in Vietnam. Neither investors nor the Vietnamese government should
avoid BOT for these reasons. In fact, the relative immaturity of the instrument
could improve its ability to adapt to new situations. Vietnam has the natural
resources and labor force that make it an increasingly popular destination for a
variety of investments. Given the infrastructure needs of Vietnam, BOTs ar-
rived just in time.

[Vol. 14:438
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APPENDLX A

Excerpts from
Decree on Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) Contracts

(Decree 87-CP)

Promulgating the Regulations on Investments in the Form of
Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) Contracts

The Government

Pursuant to the Law on the Organization of the Government dated 30 September
1992;

Pursuant to the Law on Foreign Investment in Vietnam dated 29 December 1987
and the Laws on Amendment of and Addition to a Number of Articles of the Law
on Foreign Investment dated 30 June 1990 and 23 December 1992;

In order to encourage investments in construction and development of infra-

structure in Vietnam;

On the basis of the recommendations of the Minister-Chairman of the State

Committee for Co-operation and Investment;

Decrees:

Article 1

To issue with the Decree the Regulations on Investments in the Form of Build-
Operate-Transfer Contracts (abbreviated as BOT).

Article 2

All ministers, heads of ministerial equivalent bodies and bodies of the Govern-
ment, and chairmen of people's committees of provinces and cities under central
authority shall be responsible for the implementation of this Decree.

Article 3

This Decree shall be of full force and effect as of its date of issue.
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APPENDIX B

Excerpts from
Regulations on Investments in the Form

of Build-Operate-Transfer Contracts

(Issued with Decree 87-CP dated
23 November 1993 of the Government)

Chapter 1

General Provisions

Article 1

In these Regulations, the following shall have the meanings ascribed to them
hereunder:

1. Build-Operate-Transfer project (abbreviated in English as BOT) means any
project approved by the Government for the purpose of constructing and carry-
ing on business of operating infrastructure projects (including expanding, up-
grading, and modernizing) and other projects which are permitted by the
Government to be carried out in the form of BOT contract within a predeter-
mined period in accordance with these Regulations. Upon the expiry of the
duration, the project shall be transferred to the Government of Vietnam without
compensation.

2. BOT company means a company with foreign owned capital incorporated in
accordance with the laws of Vietnam to carry out a BOT project.

Article 2

1. The Government of Vietnam encourages all foreign organizations and indi-
viduals to invest capital and technology in the form of a BOT contract. The
Government shall protect the right of ownership of invested capital, ensure other
legal rights of foreign organizations and individuals, and create favourable con-
ditions and simple procedures for foreign organizations and individuals to carry
out BOT projects in Vietnam.

Chapter II

Preferential Treatment and Investment Guarantee

Article 9

Tolls, fees, or other revenue derived from the operation of the BOT project must
be stipulated in the BOT contract.

Thirty (30) days prior to any increase in tolls, fees, or other charges within the
proposed and agreed range stipulated in the BOT contract or any reduction of
tolls, fees, or other charges, the State Committee for Co-operation and Invest-
ment must be notified by the BOT company of such increase or reduction.

[Vol. 14:438
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Where the intended increase in tolls, fees, or other charges is higher than the
proposed and agreed ceiling level in the BOT contract, the BOT company shall
submit its proposal to the State Committee for Co-operation and Investment for
consideration and decision.

Chapter Im

Methods of Carrying Out BOT Projects

Article 11

1. In accordance with objectives for social and economic development, the State
Committee for Co-operation and Investment shall, in conjunction with the State
Planning Committee, the relevant ministries and bodies of the Government and
the people's committees of provinces and cities under central authority, formu-
late plans and a list of BOT projects for the purpose of attracting investment.
The State Committee for Co-operation and Investment shall, in conjunction with
the relevant ministries and bodies of the Government, and the people's commit-
tees of provinces and cities under central authority in which a BOT project is
located, administrate and provide guidelines for the implementation of the BOT
project.

On the basis of proposals of foreign investors, certain BOT projects which are not
listed above may be approved by the Government.

2. Depending on the nature and scale of the BOT project, the Government shall
select one of the following methods: a tender, a selection of contractors, or
direct negotiation with a foreign investor.

Article 13

1. The duration of operation of the BOT project shall be stated in the contract
and stipulated in the investment license in accordance with article 15 of the Law
on Foreign Investment in Vietnam.

3. Upon the expiry of the duration of operation of the project, a BOT company
shall transfer the whole of the BOT project, without compensation, to the
Vietnamese Government.

Chapter IV
BOT Contract, Ancillary Contracts,

and BOT Investment License

Article 15

1. Disputes relating to the performance of ancillary contracts entered into be-
tween the BOT company and ancillary contractors shall first be resolved by way
of negotiation and conciliation. Where the dispute remains unresolved after ne-
gotiation, then, on the basis of an agreement between the parties, the dispute
shall be referred to an arbitration body of Vietnam, an ad-hoc arbitrator estab-
lished by both parties, an arbitration body of a third country, or an international
arbitration tribunal.
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2. Disputes between the State body authorized to enter into a BOT contract and
the investors or the BOT company in respect of the performance of the contract
shall be resolved through negotiation and conciliation.

Where the dispute is not resolved by way of negotiation and conciliation, the
parties to the dispute shall refer it to an ad-hoc arbitrator established by the parties
for resolution. The procedure to be carried out by the arbitrator shall be deter-
mined by both parties on the basis of agreement.

3. The parties to the dispute shall agree on the laws which will govern resolu-
tion of the dispute.

4. The decision of the arbitrator shall be enforced in accordance with the laws
of Vietnam.

Chapter V
Provisions on Implementation

Article 18

The Minister-Chairman of State Committee for Co-operation and Investment,
the Minister-Chairman of State Planning Committee, the Ministers of Energy,
Heavy Industry, Transport, Construction, Finance, Trade, and Science, Technol-
ogy and Environment, the Governor of the State Bank, and the general directors
of the General Department for Land Management and other governmental bod-
ies shall, depending on their functions and powers, be responsible for the pro-
mulgation of guidance provisions on the implementation of these Regulations.
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